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A **lyriphoton** is a short creation as a quantum of electromagnetic artistic and poetical energy.

Its energy is equal to $h \cdot \nu$, where $h$ is Plank constant and $\nu$ the frequency of the lyrical wave.

A lyriphoton travels at mind’s infinite speed and with a momentum of $h \cdot \lambda$, where $\lambda$ is the lyrical wave’s length. It has no mass or charge.

The lyriphoton(n)s can produce excitation of the readers and critics, and the most energetic ones can cause the ionization of the mind and vibration of the heart’s cords.

A lyriphoton nuclear reaction occurs when the high-energy lyriphotons collide with an atomic literary nucleus and disintegrate it (lyriphotofission) into words [*lyrics*] and images [*photo(n)*]s. See below.
No news is bad news

Go big or stay home

Anything but this (!)
Night knight

To understand the non-understandable.

The more you know, the more you forget!
See ya!

DON'T WORRY ABOUT ME, California
I plan on going to
TO BECOME A SURF BUM.

I voluntarily take the involuntary
How do you feel in London?

MUCH rain
I don't know how standardized.

I don't know.
AS much AS I can work noT.

How are you doing?
-Fine
-Why?

-I'm going to the toilet.
-Good luck!
One employee is one too many!
No good news is news

Hungry poet

Congrats!

No news is good news
Can I have your attention, please?

I’m the best worst guy.

What do we eat? What we don’t eat.
I’ll be sleeping.

Ladies & Gentlemen,
I’ll be sleeping.

Are you a poet?  YES

Why?

Anytime he’s O.K. or better!

Anytime    I’m worse or worst!
I would be more than happy to make you unhappy!

Hi there!
My horse works
LIKE
a horse.

How are you doing?

– I don’t know!

Be there or be square!
You can get a free ride, Dug!

You may very well marry a younger man, they never mature anyway.
I can't believe how hypocritical I can be sometimes!
Go to hell!

Stuck stock.

Could one of you, please, come up to me and give me a good thump on the head?
Richard Little is great.

- Is it (well)?
  Yes, it is not well.
\[
\int_{0}^{\infty} (\text{Build } f \text{ Test}) \delta_{\text{TIME}} = ?
\]

Dude looks like a stud puppy
He’s gun and gone to Tucson.

Dear Curiously Yours

Everything you know…is wrong!
A short long-poem.

HE LIVED IN ANN ARBOR AND

Died in John Arbor

Take a no-look at them.
More American
than
Americans.

I’m sure of the
un-sureness.

Asexual sexuality.
Uninsured insurance for Volvo.
What's your favorite fruit?

- Many.
SEXLESS

The non-sense has sense also.

I think I don’t think
I got an idea:

I have no idea to this point.

I am what I am not.

Good morning morning!
When you tell the truth, nobody believes you.

- How do you feel today?
- I don’t know. What about yourself?
- Myself!

- Why does a girl go to college?
- To get her MRS!
In a step-by-non-step way.

Hurrah ah ah ah !
In the Anglo-Saxophone world.

Hang up and down

For his bad sake

Write down on the ceiling

No-thing
I’m alive as you are not

In order to write down

To go on horseback of any dog
Go to the devil for five minutes, and come back.

Bored, board.

Boyz and girlz.
- Good morning!
- No, it’s a bad morning.
- When I say good morning it doesn’t mean it’s a good morning – this means it’s a bad morning.

Why didn’t you say yesterday?
For today
it is OK
poetry
Of two lei!

I am that I am not
my irrational rationalist.
In a wide-open race
coast-to-coast and
sea-to-sea!

Thank you for not smoking in this poem.

X is turning on another cigarette and is lighting the bulb.
To become a member of PENis CLUB.

- What’s your name, Jerry?
- Bob.

I was drinking 7up downstairs.
How are you today?
Close to Friday!

Best regards,
FS
Please, stop over, and give me a hard time.

“The Wall Street Journal” is not a journal, but a newspaper.

Normally, the assistant knows more than his professor, because he does the professor’s work. That’s why he’s only an assistant.
Seagull and Siegel

He’s a bad good boy

To be or not to be
(William Shakestoody).
Diet coco for X

AND

Diet whisky for Y

I do have – I do do that.

High Inequality Documentation.
Poem of ten yards.

My business goes out of business.

The rise of the non-use and unused company policy and company's policy.
You shall attend that

when you will attend this.

A complete work uncompleted.

The formal of the informal and vice versa.
Tell ‘em what you’re gonna tell ’em.

What’s done is not done.
Can you do me a favor
not to
do me any favor?

As soon as impossible!

A no-men play.

Bad news.

Oh, good!
The **impossible** is **possible**, but the **possible** is not **possible**

Yo!! Everyone!!

**AS SOON AS**

we can not.
Mike knows everything, and also ignores everything.

We will do a necktie party for you.

Kiddy Piss
I worked for bla, bla, bla.

First come, first
(read, feel, serve)
normal

A **byte** is 8 bits
A **nibble** is 4 bites
And a **gun job** is no bites at all.
Boy’s book, Boy’ book

Pain in the banana
Ssssh! Say no more.
I have the stash.

- Bonjour,

Ciao!

Hand in hand
and
leg in leg.
As much as I can’t.

A soon as impossible.

I’m not the worst driver in the city, but the second.

If you want to leave, I’ll find questions for you.
He’s a 3 word French guy.
Bring your food and fun.

Be Fun!
Picnic extravaganza!

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A DUCK?

You are a dork!
Bu 333!

See you later alligator!

Oky doky Artichokey
It’s fun to be plum!

There are only two things universal:
How are you tomorrow?

I was fine.
Those who can, do,
Those who can’t, teach,
Those who can’t and don’t teach, lead.

Do what you’re not supposed to do!

Extra – strange

Hot love cold.
I like your dog because she’s very ugly.

- Do you want a hotdog?

- No. I don’t eat dog, but have you had a hot cat?
- Seven up?
- No. Seven down! Or, better: eight up!

I am thirty and thirsty.

Cooking with gas
In
inn.

WEAK WEEK

Leek leak

Lease
Made

maid

the

way

A kerne Colonel

Rode on road

Meat meet
- HOW MANY TEN CHILDREN DO YOU WANT TO HAVE?
First you ask questions later.

He was better than he was.

- DID YOU UNDERSTAND??
- No
- O.K. THAT’S FINE!
- Good!

Unfortunately, nothing happened!
Tell me everything you want and everything you don’t want, pwn... Hans maile is Food for taught Eat your heart out.
Step steppe

Impersonal poem written by the author

A blue red letter day

Temporary
I know nothing, that’s all!

Guests are thieves of time,
But thieves aren’t guests.

Waive the wave!

A long briefcase
A flour

A flower

Don't let bygones be bygones!

He has a Tomcat.

And she has a Richard-cat.

Beat beat

A Miss Miss

A Miss Miss
- Have a nice day!
- I don’t want to have a nice day!

You cannot be young and old at the same time but sometimes you can be.

By mutual disagreement
Curiously not curious.

To act the fool
in a Bernard
Shaw comedy!

Speech is silver, silence is gold, but writing
Only we only looked at your only painting

This night he is a captain of the day

- How are you today?
- Fine.
- And tomorrow?
- ??... But who are you?
- I am me.
- Oh, I see.
He’s going to kiss the dust, kiss the road, and eventually kiss his wife.

Nonsensical antistrophe.

A bad man and a bad apple.
A cashier cashiers another cashier.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU.

More than most.
Great Britain is small
This abstract space has no dimensions. That’s the long and the short of it!

A German takes leave

Beach bocch

It's its own.
The wife generally helps generally her husband generally esteemed.
I come in the afternoon
or after afternoon.

Much bran and little meal
Jose cooks
For pigs.

Oh, what minute minute!
Law is law for the poor.
Law isn’t law for the rich.

Smith is a lockSmith. And John is a lockJohn.

An odd even number.
-How can I help you?

-Să nu mă încurci!
Missis Table… Missis Stablewoman.

Whit Slie

Doctor Danger
To ride the high horse

Goldman is made from ceramics

A polish Polish
Friday fry day

Peace piece

Pending nuptial
A sad good-humored L. Freeman is in prison and Whiteman is black.

I have to have.
FUCK
RE
EE
BE
EE
From Coffee in Coffee in Egg on Face
TO ALL MY DUMPERS

You dog!
Here You go!
Lucky dog!

and

87
But he by buys another one.

My great-grandparents

my very-great-grandparents

M i YPT
y s G
h E
o F
u s B
e
Jack drinks

three beers and thinks

Help me!

To what? To nothing.

I don’t have time.

so much more as black
Killing him.

John jars George on his nerves.

With a knife

I’d go, but I have no kite.

Go and fly a kite!

Give me one

It’s my patriotic duty

Sing the national anthem
A lyriphoton is a short creation as a quantum of electromagnetic artistic and poetical energy.